RULES
1. Show will be conducted according to ACS Rules and Regulations, as revised.
2. Entries will be received Saturday from 7:00-10:00 A.M. Judging shall begin at 10:30 A.M.
3. Only three blooms of any one variety may be entered.
4. No one bloom may win more than one award. Judges decisions are final.
5. Any grower may exhibit; exhibitor does not have to be a member of a camellia society or garden club.
6. Classification as to size will be specified in the current edition of Camellia Nomenclature. Where a bloom is classified to include 2 sizes, the smaller size shall be used for awards, except miniatures. Exhibitors are requested to circle the size of bloom.
7. Containers will be furnished. Chemically treated blooms will not be separated from untreated blooms.
8. The Entry Committee reserves the right to reject blooms of poor quality.
9. Unnamed blooms will be identified if possible. If not, they will not be judged.
10. Blooms entered become the property of the Camellia Show Committee and must remain in place until the close of the show, at which time they will be destroyed for disease prevention.
11. If only one variety is entered, it shall constitute a class.
12. Only authorized persons shall be allowed in exhibition hall during placement or judging. This will be strictly enforced!
13. Outstanding blooms in each division will be selected by a majority of judges by weighted averages ballot.
14. Ribbons will be given in all class: First Place - Blue, Second Place - Red, and Third Place - Yellow.
15. All prizes and awards will be mailed. Ribbons and entry cards may be picked up by exhibitors on Sunday at 2:00 P.M. or they will be discarded by Committee.
**Show Schedule and Awards**

**Class 1** Japonicas grown *Unprotected* (white card)
Very Large—Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Large - Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Medium– Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Small - Best Bloom and Runner –Up

**Class 2** Japonicas grown *Protected* ( green card)
Very Large—Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Large - Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Medium– Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Small - Best Bloom and Runner –Up

**Class 3** Reticulatas and Hybrids with Retic Parentage grown *Unprotected* ( yellow card)
Very Large—Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Large - Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Medium– Best Bloom and Runner-Up

**Class 4** Reticulatas and Hybrids with Retic Parentage *Protected* ( yellow card)
Very Large—Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Large - Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Medium– Best Bloom and Runner-Up

**Class 5** Hybrids with other than Retic Parentage *Unprotected* (blue cards)
Large - Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Medium - Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Small - Best Bloom and Runner-Up

**Class 6** Hybrids with other than Retic Parentage *Protected* (blue cards)
Large - Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Medium - Best Bloom and Runner-Up
Small - Best Bloom and Runner-Up

**Class 7** Miniatures grown *Unprotected* (white or blue card)
Best Bloom and Runner-Up

**Class 8** Miniatures grown *Protected* (green or blue card)
Best Bloom and Runner-Up

**Class 9** Tray of 3 Same variety, *Unprotected* (white, yellow, or blue card)

**Class 10** Tray of 3 Same variety, *Protected* (green, yellow, or blue card)

**Class 11** Tray of 5, 5 different varieties, *Unprotected* (white card)

**Class 12** Tray of 5, 5 different varieties *Protected* (green card)
(green, blue, or yellow card)

**Class 13** Best Collection of 3 Different Thomasville Varieties (white card-open)

**Class 14** Seedlings (pink card)

**Class 15** Sports (Red cards)

**Class 16** Sasanquas/Related Species (white cards)

**OTHER AWARDS**

*Most Outstanding Blooms in Show*  Protected and Unprotected

Sweepstakes Gold-Most Blue Ribbons Sweepstakes
Silver Runner-Up  Protected and Unprotected

Best White Blooms and Runner-Up  Protected and Unprotected
Best Tomorrow
Best Tomorrow Sport

Best Locally Grown Flowers (white cards marked with an “X”)

**Class 17** Japonicas
Very Large  Large  Medium  Small

**Class 18** Reticulatas
Very Large  Large or Medium

**Class 19** Hybrids
Large  Medium or Small

Best White  Sweepstakes  Best in Show

Judges Chairman ......................................................... Jerry Selph
Show Chairman . . . . . . . . . . . Annelle Lauder/Jerry Selph  229-474-2802